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The eyes of the future are looking back at 

us and they are praying for us to see 

beyond our own time. They are kneeling 

with hands clasped that we might act with 

restraint, that we might leave room for the 

life that is destined to come. To protect 

what is wild is to protect what is gentle. 

Perhaps the wilderness we fear is the 

pause between our own heartbeats, the 

silent space that says we live only by 

grace. Wilderness lives by this same grace. 

Wild mercy is in our hands.

TERRY TEMPEST WILLIAMS

Twenty-five years.

Half the lifespan of a chimpanzee, or a scarlet macaw 

lighting the tropical sky. Twice the age of an old wild 

cougar, who somehow eluded highways and guns. A few 

blinks of the eye for a bowhead whale, her baleen sifting 

the Beaufort across two centuries or more. And the 

silver anniversary of couples of our own kind, honoring 

the hard-earned stories they’ve created along the way. 

Wildlands Network, too, has accrued many stories since 

our founding twenty-five years ago, an impassioned 

union of science and activism on behalf of wild nature. 

The collection that follows celebrates this union and 

the dedicated community of people—scientists, artists; 

wild advocates, all—working to heal broken landscapes 

and rewild our hearts. 

There’s no question that wild creatures great and small 

need our help even more today than they did a quarter-

century ago; as Terry Tempest Williams tells us, “wild 

mercy is in our hands.” May the essays, poems, and 

excerpts comprising this silver anniversary publication 

inspire you to explore the wild within, and to join us in 

going for the gold—for the wild.

PAULA MACKAY
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TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, as a fledgling lawyer in Seattle, I cut my 
conservation teeth on the great timber wars of the Pacific Northwest—

strategizing around how a small bird (the northern spotted owl) could be used 
as a surrogate to save entire ecosystems. This issue seemed like a big deal at 
the time, and of course it was in many ways. But while I was busy trying to save 
spotted owls, the founders of The Wildlands Project, now Wildlands Network, 
were envisioning even bigger things.  

These then-called dreamers spoke of an entire continent seamlessly connected 
and teeming with life, including the large carnivores that humans have so 
relentlessly persecuted—often to near-extinction. The founders of Wildlands 
Network also addressed the critical question of how much land and water we 
need to protect so that wild nature can survive. In the first issue of Wild Earth, 
co-founding scientist Reed Noss audaciously answered, “about half.” We have 
steadily pursued our bold vision for reconnecting North America ever since.

By 2015, when the renowned biologist E.O. Wilson cautioned that, to stem 
the sixth great extinction crisis, we need to set aside “Half Earth” for our 
nonhuman neighbors, conservationists worldwide had embraced Wildlands 
Network’s seminal concepts of restoring, reconnecting, and rewilding whole 
landscapes. Our own scientists and various partners had mapped out ambitious 
wildlands network designs for North America’s Western and Eastern Wildways, 
and other groups followed suit from the Pacific Northwest to Australia, Europe, 
Mexico, and South America. Meanwhile, the Western Governors Association 
chose wildlife corridors as a focal point for its ongoing policy work, and habitat 
connectivity has become a key issue in U.S. federal land management. 

But maps and policy pronouncements can only get us so far. We need on-the- 
ground results to save wild Earth, and our considerable accomplishments 
have been paralleled by unprecedented threats to life on this planet. The 
impacts of timber cuts and oil and gas exploration, for example—horrible as 
they may be—pale in comparison to those of fracking and global climate change. 
As time inches forward, the stakes grow ever higher.  

Our greatest challenge is not one of science or knowledge, but rather of 
heart and will. Wildlands Network knows what needs to be done and we are out 
there doing it: fighting for wolves and wolverines in the courts; pushing for 
new and well-managed public lands from the North Woods to Mexico; working 
with private landowners to promote tolerance for carnivores; reconnecting 
broken landscapes acre by acre, species by species. Our work is rooted in the 
hope that, twenty-five years from now, we can once again look back and celebrate 
how far we’ve come—with owls and cougars and wolves and trout as our wild 
neighbors, East and West. 

Saving Our Wild Earth  GREG COSTELLO L

Cougar trail on beach in Redwood National Park, California
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OUR VISION IS SIMPLE: we live for the day when Grizzly Bears in 
Chihuahua have an unbroken connection to Grizzlies in Alaska; when 

Gray Wolf populations are continuous from Mexico to Labrador; when vast 
unbroken forests and flowing plains again thrive and support pre-Columbian 
populations of plants and animals; when humans dwell with respect, harmony, 
and affection for the land; when we come to live no longer as strangers and 
aliens on this continent.

Our vision is continental: from Panama and the Caribbean to Alaska and 
Greenland, from the Arctic to the continental shelves, we seek to bring together 
conservationists, ecologists, indigenous peoples, and others to protect and 

restore evolutionary processes and biodiversity. We seek to assist other 
conservation organizations, and to develop cooperative relationships with 
activists and grassroots groups everywhere who are committed to these goals.

We are called to our task by the failure of existing parks and wildlife refuges 
to adequately protect life in North America. While these areas preserve 
landscapes of spectacular scenery and areas ideally suited to non-mechanized 
forms of recreation, they are too small, too isolated, and represent too few 
types of ecosystems to perpetuate the biodiversity of the continent. Despite 
the establishment of parks and other reserves from Canada to Central America, 
true wilderness and wilderness-dependent species are in precipitous decline:

Large predators like the Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf, Wolverine, Puma, Jaguar, 
Green Sea Turtle, and American Crocodile have been exterminated from most 
of their pre-Columbian range and are imperiled in much of their remaining 
habitat. Populations of many songbirds are crashing, and waterfowl and shorebird 
populations are reaching new lows.

Native forests have been extensively cleared, leaving only scattered remnants 
of most forest types. Even extensive forest types, such as Boreal Forest, face 
imminent destruction in many areas. Tall and Short Grass Prairies, once the 
habitat of the most spectacular large mammal concentrations on the continent, 
have been almost entirely destroyed or domesticated.

We are committed to a proposal based on the requirements of all native species 
to flourish within the ebb and flow of ecological processes, rather than within 
the constraints of what industrial civilization is content to leave alone. Present 
reserves exist as discrete islands of nature in a sea of human modified landscapes. 
Building upon those natural areas, we seek to develop a system of large wild 
core reserves where biodiversity and ecological processes dominate.

Core reserves would be linked by biological corridors to allow for the natural 
dispersal of wide-ranging species, for genetic exchange between populations, 
and for migration of organisms in response to climate change. Buffers would 
be established around core reserves and corridors to protect their integrity 
from disruptive human activities.

Retrospective   
The Wildlands Vision, 1992 DAVE FOREMAN, JOHN DAVIS, DAVID JOHNS, 

REED NOSS, AND MICHAEL SOULÉ

L

Wolverine [more]...
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THE FOURTH CURRENT—along with Monumentalism, Biodiversity 
Conservation (including representation of ecosystems), and Island 

Biogeography—in the modern conservation movement is the idea of rewilding—
the scientific argument for restoring big wilderness based on the regulatory 
roles of large predators. Until the mid-1980s, the justification for big 

wilderness was mostly aesthetic and moral. The scientific foundation for 
wilderness protection was yet to be established. 

We recognize three independent features that characterize contemporary 
rewilding: large, strictly protected, core reserves; connectivity; and keystone 
species. In simplified shorthand, these have been referred to as the three C’s: 
Cores, Corridors, and Carnivores. 

Keystone species enrich ecosystem function in unique and significant ways. 
Although all species interact, the interactions of some species are more profound 
and far-reaching than others, such that their elimination from an ecosystem 
often triggers cascades of direct and indirect changes on more than a single 
trophic level, leading eventually to losses of habitats and extirpation of other 
species in the food web. Top carnivores are often keystones, but so are species 
that provide critical resources or that transform landscapes or waterscapes, 
such as sea otters, beavers, prairie dogs, elephants, gopher tortoises, and 
cavity-excavating birds. In North America, it is most often large carnivores 
that are missing or severely depleted.

Three major scientific arguments constitute the rewilding argument and 
justify the emphasis on large predators. First, the structure, resilience, and 
diversity of ecosystems are often maintained by “topdown” ecological (trophic) 
interactions that are initiated by top predators. Second, wide-ranging predators 
usually require large cores of protected landscape for secure foraging, seasonal 
movement, and other needs; they justify bigness. Third, core reserves are typically 
not large enough in most regions; they must be linked to ensure long-term 
viability of wide-ranging species. In addition to large predators, migratory 
species such as caribou and anadromous fishes also justify connectivity in a 
system of nature reserves. In short, the rewilding argument posits that large 
predators are often instrumental in maintaining the integrity of ecosystems. 
In turn, large predators require extensive space and connectivity.

The ecological argument for rewilding is buttressed by research on the roles 
of large animals, particularly top carnivores and other keystone species, in 
many continental and marine systems. Studies are demonstrating that the 
disappearance of large carnivores often causes these ecosystems to undergo 
dramatic changes, many of which lead to biotic simplification and species loss. 
On land, these changes are often triggered by exploding ungulate populations. 
For example, deer, in the absence of wolves and cougars, have become 
extraordinarily abundant and emboldened in many rural and suburban areas 
throughout the United States, causing both ecological and economic havoc.

Rewilding and Biodiversity
Complementary Goals for  
Continental Conservation

L

MICHAEL SOULÉ 
AND REED NOSS

Sibling wolves play on a remote island in British Columbia’s Clayoquot Sound
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IN HER MEMOIR about studying orcas in Southeast Alaska,  
Eva Saulitis wrote:

I leaned across the dash, snapping photographs, my heart pounding, a sob 
stuck in my throat. Finish it off, I thought. Get it, I thought. “Oh my God, oh, 
my God, oh, my God,” I said aloud to no one. […] Here was nature, red in 
tooth. Here was suffering. Here was death. Here was the black-and-white, 
muscled, ruthless will to survive. It was one thing to write “milling” in my 
notebook, to drift through the smooth ovals of water left by a diving whale and 
net up bits of seal fat. […] It was another to see the kill itself, to witness the true 
nature of my study animal. 

As a field biologist focused on bears, wolverines, and other large carnivores, 
I find the raw honesty conveyed in this passage to be particularly moving. For 
years, I’ve asked myself why a city girl from Boston—and an animal lover repelled 
by cruelty in all forms—has dedicated her career to advocating for creatures 
who must kill for a living.

Growing up with a mother beset by breast cancer acquainted me early on 
with the life-and-death struggles inherent to nature. I suspect that my mother’s 
terminal illness predisposed me to seeking out wildness as a source of unity, 
healing, and power. I’m also convinced that my passion for wild predators is 
somehow linked to my quest to come to terms with suffering and death. To say 
more would be to pretend I understand myself better than I do. 

A wild animal is governed by self-will. Since I first became involved with 
Wildlands Network in 1997, I have been inspired by its commitment to large 
carnivores as both ecological keystones and self-willed beings deserving of 
our respect. Co-existing with carnivores begins with embracing their place on 
this planet as fellow citizens who are out there simply trying to survive.  

Humans are infinitely complex, like the natural world within and around us. 
Some see only death in the eyes of a wolf, while others find hope and freedom 
in the greenfire gaze. None can comprehend the mysteries of an Other, but of 
this much I feel sure: 

At the heart of it all, each and every one of us is in search of wildness. 

In Search of Wildness  PAULA MACKAY

L

Hiking the North Kaibab Trail, Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona
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THE WORD REWILDING became an essential part of talk among 
conservationists in the 1990s, after Michael Soulé and Reed Noss 

published the now-classic paper “Rewilding and Biodiversity: Complementary 
Goals for Continental Conservation.” The core words associated with rewilding 
projects are connection and connectivity, or the establishment of links among 
geographical areas so that animals can roam with few, if any, disruptions to 
their movements. Ecosystems must be connected to maintain or re-establish 
their integrity and wholeness.

I see “rewilding our hearts” as a dynamic personal journey and transformative 
exploration that not only fosters the development of corridors of coexistence 
and compassion for wild animals, but also facilitates connections between our 
hearts and our brains. In turn, these connections—or reconnections—result in 
actions that make the lives of animals better. Rewilding is all about unleashing 
our hearts in a way that also enhances our own integrity and wholeness. It’s 
about reconnecting from the inside out. 

In his book Feral: Searching for Enchantment on the Frontiers of Rewilding, 
George Monbiot recalls how, by watching salmon fly through the air, he became 
enraptured and felt as if he “had passed through the invisible wall that separated 
me from the ecosystem, as if I were no longer a visitor to that place but an 
inhabitant. [. . .] It was then that I realized that a rewilding, for me, had 
already begun.” 

If we’re going to make the world a better place now and for the future, 
personal rewilding—which involves undoing the unwilding that results in 
alienation from other animals, their homes, and also ourselves—is central to 
the process. Rewilding our hearts will entail a major paradigm shift in how we 
view and live in the world, as well as in how we behave. And we must include 
youngsters, for they are ambassadors to the future. Personal rewilding can 
easily become a cultural meme that will spread from person to person and to 
future generations. Compassion and empathy are very contagious.  

Rewilding Our Hearts  
in the Rage of Humanity  MARC BEKOFF

L

Coho salmon in a still inlet in the Great Bear Rainforest on the central coast of British Columbia
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AS HAS BEEN WIDELY CELEBRATED, 2016 marks the centennial 
anniversary of America’s National Park Service. Ninety years have 

also passed since Chile’s first national park was established, and every full-
term Chilean president since has expanded that country’s park system. When 
the presidential photo-op occurred during the recent administrations of 
Chilean presidents Sebastian Pinera and Ricardo Lagos (governments of the 
political right and left, respectively), there also stood Douglas Tompkins—
whose private philanthropy prompted the birth of Yendegaia and Corcovado 
National Parks, among others.

Tompkins’s philanthropy is deeply connected to the history and work of 
Wildlands Network. After leaving his business life as founder of The North Face 
and cofounder of the Esprit clothing company, Tompkins began his full-time 
career in nature conservation in the early 1990s. Soon after he established and 
endowed the Foundation for Deep Ecology, he hosted a gathering of wilderness 
advocates and conservation biologists to discuss large-scale wilderness recovery. 
That meeting led to the formation of The Wildlands Project, for which Tompkins 
long remained a major funder.

Also a long-time supporter of Wild Earth, Tompkins was intrigued by the 
1998 issue devoted to wildlands philanthropy—individual citizens using private 
wealth and initiative to protect natural areas. Learning that the work he and his 
wife, Kris McDivitt Tompkins, were doing to acquire conservation lands and 
donate them for the creation of new national parks was part of a venerable tradition 
(resulting in American treasures like Muir Woods National Monument and Acadia, 
Grand Teton, and Great Smoky Mountains National Parks) gave Doug and 
Kris fortitude, even when their efforts in Chile became highly controversial.  

Over the past quarter century, the Tompkins Conservation family of 
nonprofits has helped to create five national parks in Chile and Argentina, 
dramatically expand another, establish two provincial parks, and launch the 
most ambitious rewilding programs in the Americas. The current flagship 
effort on that front is a jaguar captive breeding center at a private reserve 
within Argentina’s great Iberá marshlands, where soon, hopefully, wild jaguars 
will again roam free after decades of absence. In sum, the result has been 
millions of acres protected for wild nature, where active and passive rewilding  
is under way—in perfect alignment with the Wildlands Network’s original 
vision of big, wild, interconnected landscapes in which all life may flourish.

Giving Nature  TOM BUTLER

L

Yendegaia National Park, Chile
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DID EUROPEAN COLONIZERS really cut all the eastern old-growth 
forest? If not, how much remains? 

These were questions posed by famed wilderness defender Dave Foreman 
while sitting by a campfire in the Sonoran Desert in the late 1980s. He was 
wondering aloud to John Davis—back then, a young apprentice, now a veteran 
wildlands explorer. Foreman doubted the story that the East’s original forests 
had all been cut. Davis agreed that some places must have escaped and said 
that perhaps his mother, environmental writer Mary Byrd Davis, could research 
the subject and write an article for Earth First! Journal. 

Talking with ecologists and reading reports on natural areas, Mary learned 
of many more old-growth sites than anyone expected. She gradually compiled 
the sites into an Eastern Old-Growth Inventory, which she completed in 1993 
and updated in 2003. How amazing that the extent of eastern old-growth forest 
was only documented so recently! The amount left is vanishingly small—less 
than 1 percent—but enough to provide seeds of recovery, both biologically  
and metaphorically. 

Through the 1990s and early 2000s, Wild Earth journal regularly ran articles 
about old-growth forests of the East, written by Mary Davis, old-growth sleuth 
Bob Leverett, and others—and helped inspire a movement to identify and 
protect primeval forest remnants.

We formed the Old-Growth Forest Network to ensure these last original 
forests do not fall to logging. We also protect “future old-growth forests” 
recovering from long-ago logging, in hopes that the land will someday again 
host abundant old-growth. Finally, we help people find and connect with 
these forests so they can truly understand the beauty and biodiversity of an 
unmanaged forest. 

All of this from a campfire conversation! 

Rediscovering  
Old-Growth Forests  JOAN MALOOF

L
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WHEN E.O. WILSON WROTE Half-Earth, in which he proposes 
that we set aside half the Earth for wildlife in order to protect biological 

diversity, he surely was thinking of Alaska. Alaska comes closer to protecting 
half of wild nature than does anywhere else on the planet. 

The forty-ninth state stands typical conservation design on its head. Instead 
of habitat islands in a sea of humanity, people inhabit “island cities” embedded 
in a matrix of wildlands. Rather than minimal wildlife corridors between distant 
core reserves, Alaska’s sparse road system connects distant human centers.

By many measures, Alaska’s conservation system works. Alaska has fewer 
endangered or threatened species than any other state. All of the state’s large 
carnivores exist in viable populations. In fact, Alaska still retains most of its 
post-Pleistocene plants and animals in near-natural patterns of abundance 
and distribution. Alaska hosts an estimated 31,000 brown bears, 7500 gray 
wolves, and healthy populations of wolverines, lynx and coyotes. One million 
barren-ground caribou roam in 25 distinct herds while 100 million seabirds 
occupy coastal waters, 10 million waterfowl nest in intact wetlands, and more 
than 300 million salmon spawn in the largely undammed rivers where 40,000 
bald eagles eat the depleted carcasses. 

These ecological riches remain in large part because President Carter 
signed the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) into 
law in 1981. Among the most visionary conservation acts in history, ANILCA 
created or expanded 17 habitat reserves bigger than Yellowstone, including 
the 19.6 million-acre Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and the 30 million-acre 
Wrangell-St. Elias/Kluane/Tetlin/Glacier Bay wildland complex. 

As a transplanted New Englander, it’s hard for me to return home; I’ve been 
ruined by Alaska. John McPhee, an Easterner himself, expressed a similar 
awakening in his Alaska classic, Coming Into the Country: “I may have liked 
places that are wild and been quickened all my days just by the sound of the 
word, but I can see now I never knew what it could mean.”

Wilson rightly exhorts us to aim higher. Conserving fifty percent of the 
planet sounds audacious only if one is accustomed to aiming low. Alaska-scale 
conservation should be the goal everywhere and is feasible even in the near 
term in many frontier regions like northern Canada, Siberia, Central Africa, 
Patagonia, and the Amazon. 

Alaska is like the Great Remembering, a reminder of Earth when it was still 
whole. Alaska teaches us that large wildlands work.  

Half Earth, Alaska Style  BRAD MEIKLEJOHN

L

North Fork of the Koyukuk River, Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve, Alaska
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THE YEAR WAS 1995. I was just wrapping up my first graduate 
thesis, which focused on coyotes and white-tailed deer in Acadia 

National Park. Although I cared deeply about animals and the environment, I 
had begun to wonder how my background in wildlife management could make 
much of a difference in an unraveling world. 

Somehow, the first special issue of Wild Earth—about an audacious effort to 
connect existing wild places and rewild areas in between—landed on my desk. 
The issue intrigued me. Here were Michael Soulé and Reed Noss, both renowned 
and respected scientists, taking their hard-earned research to the ground. Soulé, 
Noss, and colleagues advocated via the relatively new, mission-driven discipline 
of conservation biology for a rigorous, scientific approach to conserving nature, 
which meant greatly expanding the scale of our thinking.

I couldn’t have known at the time how profoundly the vision and people of 
Wildlands Network would influence my career and my life. Only two years later, 
following a serendipitous move to Vermont, my wife, Paula MacKay, and I found 
ourselves developing connectivity plans and reserve designs for what was then 
the Greater Laurentian Wildlands Project. More importantly, we were part of 
a much larger paradigm shift in wildlife conservation that was inspirational not 
only to us, but to a new generation of scientists and activists across the continent 
and the globe. 

Recently, at the North American Congress for Conservation Biology, I reflected 
on the incredible impact Wildlands Network has had on today’s conservation 
science. Many of the inspirational figures who first influenced my work—Soulé, 
Dave Parsons, David Johns, Dominick DellaSala, and Paul Beier, to name a few—
were present at the conference and contributing more than ever. 

What struck me most, however, was that those of us who were budding 
biologists in the early days of Wildlands Network are now established scientists 
charting new paths in our respective fields. As a case-in-point, twenty years 
ago, a brilliant young ecologist named Carlos Carroll—another of my early 
influencers—was developing creative new ways to explore population ecology, 
habitat connectivity, and species viability. Carlos is now President of the North 
American Section of the Society for Conservation Biology and a conservation 
leader in his own right. 

This, I think, is one of the most profound legacies of Wildlands Network 
to-date: its ability to inspire passion and purpose in those of us working in 
science to advance conservation.

A wolverine visits a camera trap station, operated as part of Dr. Long’s research in the North Cascades of Washington

Celebrating  
Wildlands’ Legacy of  
Scientific Inspiration  ROBERT LONG L
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Caribouddhidharma

Bodhidharma came from the West
riding on the back of a caribou.
He brought me sardines
packed in the ice of glaciers.
He told me that bears are gods,
that birds are songs.
He told me that plants
are great teachers.
He told me to listen to granite.
He left behind relics,
bones and bits of fur,
here in my heart. 

GARY LAWLESS

Caribou antlers, [location], Alaska
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IN THE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS since Wildlands Network was founded, 
numerous people associated with the organization have written or edited 

books about conservation-related science, policy, and philosophy, including at 
least a dozen published by Island Press. An important part of Wildlands Network’s 
evolution and impact, these books have provided teaching materials for college 
and graduate students, helped to build solid constituencies for the Wildlands 
vision, and communicated new science to professionals and citizen activists 
around the globe.

When I was invited to write a short review of Island Press’s Wildlands books, 
most of which I had the good fortune to edit in my position as the publisher’s 
executive editor, I readily agreed. I was happy to spend more time with these 
authors and their insights. 

To understand the context for Wildlands Network’s founding, it is helpful to 
recall the growing alarm in the scientific community of the 1960s and 70s, when 
reports of an unprecedented loss of biodiversity began to circulate worldwide. 
In response, renowned biologist Michael Soulé and colleagues founded the 
Society for Conservation Biology in 1985—a professional society dedicated  
to developing the scientific and technical means to anticipate, prevent, and 
minimize and/or repair ecological damage. Six years later, Soulé, along with 
wilderness activist Dave Foreman, wildlands philanthropist Doug Tompkins, 
and a few associates, recognized the additional need for a more focused and 
nimble conservation group that could merge sound science with on-the-ground 
action. James Estes describes this new group—first called the North American 
Wilderness Recovery Strategy, soon simplified to The Wildlands Project, and 
now Wildlands Network—as “Michael’s conceptual brainchild,” with its mission 
to give conservationists and scientists the tools and vision to protect wild nature 
across entire regions and continents. 

The Wildlands Bookshelf was initiated soon after. In 1994, Reed Noss (then 
editor-in-chief of the journal Conservation Biology and science editor for Wild 
Earth, Wildlanders’ beloved journal) and his colleague, Allen Cooperrider, 
wrote Saving Nature’s Legacy: Protecting and Restoring Biodiversity. Although 
many professionals and academics were still arguing over the meaning and 
importance of biodiversity, Noss and Cooperrider began with the assumption 
that “conservation of biodiversity is among the most important missions of 
human society,” and set about conveying the best science for protecting and 
restoring it. Saving Nature’s Legacy spoke directly to students and frustrated 
land managers; reading it again today, I am struck by the authors’ clear 
explanation of new approaches to land management and their uncompromising 
moral compass. 

A Wander through  
the Wildlands Bookshelf  BARBARA DEAN

L
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to Australia, while environmental organizations around the world have adopted 
its large-landscape approach to conservation. 

Continental Conservation was written for scientists, but the organization’s 
target audience also included recreationists, amateur naturalists, citizen 
conservationists, and students with or without science backgrounds. For this 
varied and vital audience, Dave Foreman wrote Rewilding North America: A 
Vision for Conservation in the 21st Century, which Island Press published in 
1997. Citing information that spans 500 million years, Foreman explains that 
a mass extinction is currently underway and analyzes how human activities  
are the cause. From this “bad news” beginning, he moves quickly to the 
“good news”—Wildlands Network’s clear vision and strategy for remedying 
the problem, which he summarizes as Reconnect, Restore, Rewild. The final 
four chapters present a detailed plan for action: building a North American 
wildlands network, taking an ecological approach to Wilderness designation 
and design, reforming land management, and mapping four “mega-linkages” 
across the continent. Rewilding North America is filled with Foreman’s 
trademark energy and optimism, complete with facts and references and 
overflowing with ideas and urgency. 

CONTEMPLATING TROPHIC CASCADES • Unsurprisingly, not everyone 
agreed with Wildlands Network’s bold proposals. Some policymakers, scientists, 

In the same year, Island Press published Place of the Wild: A Wildlands 
Anthology, edited by David Clarke Burks. This collection addressed the 
biodiversity crisis from a different perspective by focusing on the relationship 
between humans and wildlands. Burks describes the book’s thirty-two 
contributors (including Gary Snyder, Nancy Lord, and Mitch Friedman) as 
individuals attempting to understand the place of the wild in their own lives. 
John Davis’s pivotal essay, “A Sidelong Glance at the Wildlands Project,” profiles 
the mission, vision, and work of the organization he helped to found, along with 
some of the more radical ideas that were part of early Wildlands conversations. 
Davis implicitly raises critical questions about how (and if) humans can co-exist 
with the wild, while other writers explore their own definitions and arguments 
for wildness. And author Stephanie Mills articulates a theme that is still 
central to Wildlands thinking: “…for humans to locate themselves in right 
relation with wild nature…will require a radical rededication to the wild.” 

A NEW RECIPE FOR CONSERVATION • The organization’s founders knew 
that their goal of protecting biodiversity on a continental scale was ambitious, 
but they believed they could be successful by combining two key ingredients: 
good science and a practical, inspiring vision. In November 1997, Soulé and 
John Terborgh, both Wildlands Network board members at the time, invited 
thirty experts to a workshop to discuss the science-informed design and 
management of protected area networks in North America—the organization’s 
chief strategy for protecting continental biodiversity. The resulting book, 
Continental Conservation: Scientific Foundations of Regional Reserve 
Networks (1999), presented “3 Cs” underlying the Wildlands approach:  
(1) Cores, or large protected areas where the conservation of biodiversity, 
ecological integrity, and wilderness takes precedence over other values and 
uses; (2) Carnivores, top predators that significantly affect the composition 
and health of an ecosystem through regulation of prey; and (3) Connectivity, 
reconnecting fragmented landscapes to sustain wildlife migrations and 
dispersals, native plant populations, and ecological services and health. 
(These concepts have recently been joined by a fourth “C,” Coexistence, 
which refers to humans relearning how to coexist in reasonable proximity  
to carnivores and other wild animals.) 

The 3 Cs have been the focus of a great deal of scientific attention in the 
last twenty-five years, and the fundamental concepts have evolved significantly. 
However, Continental Conservation remains the essential scientific resource 
describing the basis of Wildlands Network’s vision and work. The book has 
inspired and guided scientists, policymakers, and citizen activists from Canada 
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and land managers questioned the underpinnings of the 3 Cs approach, especially 
the ecological impact of top carnivores, which the scientific community calls 
trophic cascades. This term describes the disruption of a complex food web 
(predators, prey, and vegetation), often by humans reducing or removing top 
predators. The resulting changes in ecosystem dynamics can be profound—
and mysterious, because consequences are often counterintuitive. Although 
the concept of trophic cascades appeared in the scientific literature in the 
1960s, progress in the field remained spotty for decades, in part because of 
the challenges in designing and carrying out experiments with large animals 
over big areas. For this and other reasons, the extent and importance of trophic 
cascades have been hotly debated.

But by 2008, research from widely disparate ecosystems had identified 
trophic cascades as a core organizing principle in nature. Concurrently, as 
concern over the status of global carnivore populations expanded, researchers 
addressed the pressing need for critical scientific data pertaining to carnivore 
distribution, habitat use, and other biological and ecological measures. The 
study of wild carnivores is inherently challenging due to their elusive and 
wide-ranging natures. However, major advances in noninvasive research 
techniques—techniques that minimize disturbance to the animals of interest—
were proving to be increasingly effective and economical tools for carnivore 
research, including the difficult work of surveying populations across 
expansive stretches of habitat. 

Two former staff members of Wildlands Network—Robert Long and Paula 
MacKay—took the editorial lead on the first book describing these approaches. 
Noninvasive Survey Methods for Carnivores, edited by Long, MacKay, Justina 
Ray, and William Zielinski, and published by Island Press in 2008, presents 
detailed methods for using noninvasive techniques such as hair snares, track 
plates, remote cameras, and conservation detection dogs. With this timely 
and comprehensive volume, Long, MacKay, and their colleagues significantly 
influenced the emerging field of carnivore conservation biology worldwide.

Later that year, prominent scientists John Terborgh and James Estes, both 
Wildlands Network board members, gathered together some of the world’s 
most distinguished ecologists with the goal of producing a major scientific 
volume to address the role of trophic cascades, the top-down forces that regulate 
and sustain biodiversity on planet Earth. Trophic Cascades: Predators, Prey, and 
the Changing Dynamics of Nature (2010), demonstrates how trophic cascades 
operate in each of Earth’s major biomes. The editors conclude that trophic 
cascades are key to understanding how nature works, potentially enabling 
scientists to predict how ecosystems respond to many types of disturbance—
and providing priceless insights for stemming the flow of extinctions.

Terborgh and Estes also observe that, although major changes in the planet’s 
biological systems are clearly underway, they are mostly invisible to the public. 
The cause-and-effect connections between, say, reduced numbers of sea otters 
and the decline of giant kelp forests, which are crucial to the health of marine 
ecosystems, are impossible to observe in real time. That is why Cristina Eisenberg’s 
two recent volumes are so important.

Eisenberg, a gifted writer who is now chief scientist at Earthwatch Institute, 
began to study trophic cascades as part of her graduate work tracking wolves 
and counting aspen seedlings at Glacier National Park. In The Wolf’s Tooth: 
Keystone Predators, Trophic Cascades, and Biodiversity (2010), she describes 
what happened when wolves were removed from her study area and elk were thus 
freed from the fear of predation. The result was a trophic cascade that left no 
barriers between elk and the tasty aspen seedlings they relished; consequently, 
the forest was reduced to only a few young aspen trees within several years. 
When wolves were eventually reintroduced, grazing elk once again grew wary 
and thus moved more quickly over the hills, allowing more of the aspens to 
grow past the seedling stage.

Four years later, Eisenberg applied her narrative talents and research to the 
concepts of connectivity and coexistence. In The Carnivore Way: Coexisting 
with and Conserving North America’s Predators, she follows the footsteps of 
six large carnivores (wolves, grizzly bears, lynx, jaguars, wolverines, and cougars) 
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along the Rocky Mountains from Alaska to Mexico. Backed by robust science, 
she shows how these animals are critical to sustaining healthy landscapes, 
and offers compelling examples of how humans and large carnivores can 
peacefully coexist.

VENTURING SOUTH…AND NORTH • Near the beginning of Forgotten 
Grasslands of the South: Natural History and Conservation (2013), Reed Noss 
explains why natural history is essential to the conservation of biodiversity: 
“To conserve wild living things and their habitats, we must know them and 
understand how they live and interact.” Noss leads his readers on a fascinating 
and personal journey, “driven by curiosity, which is what being a naturalist is 
all about,” through one of the world’s most endangered ecosystems: the rapidly 
vanishing grasslands of the American South. He introduces us to history, 
animals, and plants found nowhere else in the world, and to ecosystem processes 
that are rapidly changing with the climate. In his final chapter, Noss provides 
a strategy for preserving this beautiful region of forests and grasslands, rooted 
in a conceptual network of core reserves, buffer zones, and connecting corridors. 
Forgotten Grasslands of the South showcases a captivating example of how 
the Wildlands approach for preserving biodiversity can be applied to a 
human-dominated landscape.

The blueprint for Wildlands Network’s goal of continental rewilding was 
first illustrated by Dave Foreman’s mega-linkage map, published in Rewilding 
North America. In 2011, lifelong adventurer John Davis brought that vision 
to life. On a brilliantly sunny day in February, Davis slipped his kayak into the 
waters off North Key Largo and embarked on a 7500-mile, muscle-powered 
journey from the Florida Keys to Canada’s Gaspé Peninsula. His mission was 
to scout on-the-ground options for a north-south wildway (coined by Davis) 
that could support long-distance movements of both wild animals and humans. 

Big, Wild, and Connected: Scouting the Eastern Wildway from the Everglades 
to Quebec was first published in 2013 as a series of three e-books, followed by a 
2015 paperback covering the complete journey. Davis, who has been described 
as “a triathlete meets John Muir,” traveled by foot, bike, canoe, and kayak, 
dodging speeding trucks, pulling ticks out of his flesh, pedaling through long 
hot days, and meeting with conservation activists along the way. His description 
of the journey combines a visceral experience of conservation biology with 
self-deprecating humor, a tangible longing for wild places and wild lives, and 
heartfelt descriptions of sublime vistas from Eastern mountaintops. 

The results of Davis’s TrekEast were cautiously hopeful. “After hiking, 
biking and paddling 7500 miles to and through the wildest parts of the eastern 

United States and southeastern Canada…, I would conclude that a continental 
conservation corridor—an Eastern Wildway—is still possible, but that restoration 
and preservation on this grand scale will require at least a national and lasting 
consensus that we wish to preserve our natural heritage.” The book closes with 
trip route advice for a Florida panther yearning to return to the northern 
latitudes where her ancestors once roamed, followed by a multi-layered to-do 
list for humans who want to help make that journey possible. 

CELEBRATING THE FATHER OF CONSERVATION BIOLOGY • Michael Soulé’s 
name—and, more importantly, his mind and heart—are threaded through the 
story of 21st century ecology. As noted above, he was a catalyst and cofounder 
of both the Society for Conservation Biology and Wildlands Network, two 
organizations established specifically to meet the critical challenges of the 
biodiversity crisis through interdisciplinary science and conservation activism. 
Soulé achieved an influential academic career at University of Michigan and 
University of California, Santa Cruz, and is the author or editor of ten books 
and more than 150 papers. A great friend and mentor to hundreds of students 
and colleagues, he is also a lover of wild places and creatures for their own 
sake, and because he knows that nature works best when it is whole. 

In 2013, Island Press published Collected Papers of Michael E. Soulé: Early 
Years in Modern Conservation Biology. Long-time colleague James Estes 
offers an in-depth introduction by reviewing Soulé’s career and the qualities 
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that led him to become “the single most important force in the development 
of modern conservation biology.” Each of the book’s papers opens with remarks 
from Soulé to provide a context for current relevance. Several papers, including 
“Ecological Effectiveness: Conservation Goals for Interactive Species,” first 
published in Conservation Biology in 2003, and “Strongly Interacting Species: 
Conservation Policy, Management, and Ethics,” BioScience 2005, present 
new research that directly affects conservation planning today. In sum, this 
collection is a digest of Soulé’s creative, intelligent, and ethical leadership 
spanning a remarkable career.

PROBING THE ANTHROPOCENE • In 2000, Paul Crutzen, a Nobel laureate 
and atmospheric scientist, suggested that the “Anthropocene” may be a more 
apt label for the current geologic era than the “Holocene” (which remains 
the official title to date). Since then, the Anthropocene has become a popular 
term describing that period of history during which humans have had a 
decisive influence on the state, dynamics, and future of the Earth’s systems. 

Difficult, emotional disagreements have been taking place within the 
environmental field about the intrinsic value of the natural world versus its value 
to human wellbeing. Does wilderness still exist? What are the ramifications 
for our policies, culture, science, and spiritual lives? Such questions have 
split the environmental community and, many would argue, demand serious 
deliberation among those who care about the future of wild nature. 

In 2014 and 2015, Island Press partnered with the Foundation of Deep 

Ecology to publish two books that brought together scientists, activists, and 
leading thinkers from many perspectives to offer serious, deeply considered 
views on questions pertaining to the Anthropocene idea. Both books are edited 
by George Wuerthner, Eileen Crist, and Tom Butler. 

Keeping the Wild: Against the Domestication of Earth, is a full-throated 
defense of wildness. As the subtitle indicates, the contributors—highly regarded 
scientists, writers, and conservation activists—offer a clear-eyed rebuttal to those 
who argue that wild nature is already gone and that it’s time to embrace the 
opportunities of the Anthropocene. Curt Meine, David Johns, Michael Soulé, 
Terry Tempest Williams, Dave Foreman, Harvey Locke, and many others critique 
the assumptions that are bedrock truth for Anthropocene advocates, and promote 
a future that embeds human life and aspirations within a matrix of wild nature. 

Protecting the Wild: Parks and Wilderness, the Foundation for Conservation, 
the companion to Keeping the Wild, assembles an international group of scientists 
and conservation practitioners to speak for the continued importance of protected 
areas to preventing global extinctions. But, ask Anthropocene supporters, where 
is the evidence that protected areas can achieve this purpose (since extinctions 
are still happening)? Foreword contributor John Terborgh, who has operated 
a biological station in Peru’s Manu National Park for more than thirty-five 
years, agrees that protected areas alone are not enough. Rather, he and others 
throughout the book promote the positive and effective strategy of enlarging 
and connecting protected areas so they will sustain the full diversity of life.

REWILDING THE FUTURE • During its first twenty-five years, Wildlands Network 
has applied strategic thinking to concerns ranging from species extinctions to 
the effects of climate change, adapting tactics to the increasingly complex, 
multi-layered needs of conservation. What, I wonder, is the source of this 
adaptability? And will it be able to meet the unknowable challenges of the future?

The authors and contributors of the books I’ve described hold several traits 
in common: an understanding of science that is both passionate and teeming 
with life; the curiosity and acute observation skills that connote a good 
naturalist; and a big-picture vision rich with—and for—wildlife, wild places, 
and human fulfillment. These qualities are at the heart of who “Wildlanders” 
are—and serve as a powerful inner wellspring of commitment, energy, and 
resilience regardless of the outer circumstances.

And so, I look to the next quarter-century with confidence, trusting that 
similar passions and skills will support and guide Wildlands Network through 
the future, as we work together to understand and address the fresh challenges 
of our ever-changing, beloved Earth. 
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breathtakingly beautiful, and recreationally inspiring, both vicariously 

and in reality. They challenge the imagination, nourish the soul, reawaken 
our spirituality and help forge who we are as a democratic society. They are 
habitat for wildlife, watersheds, and for confronting global warming.

They are also a global treasure. Let me share a little story with you from 
last summer, when I took the boat across Jenny lake in Grand Teton National 
Park. The boat was filled with people of all nationalities. I thought, “why are 
they all here?” and l listened. My conclusion from what I heard was simply this: 
nowhere else in the world (outside of Canada) are there such magnificent, 
ecosystem-sized landscapes, so rich in wildlife, that are both easily accessible 
and safe and stable, with no concerns from revolutionaries, terrorists, or 
well-armed poachers. Nowhere else can you easily stand at the edge of great 
wild places, in awe of their beauty and wildlife, knowing that, if you like, you 
can explore these areas. 

America’s young age means we lack the world’s great cultural and art icons, 
like the Sistine Chapel or David or the Louvre. But we have things even greater—
the natural inspirations for the great artists and architects. They are Zion, 
Yosemite, Yellowstone, and the Grand Canyon, to name but a few. These places 
and their protection are integral to more than just our economy, quality of 

life, and history. They are integral to our humanity. Rachel Carson long ago 
asked: “Can any civilization wage relentless war on life without destroying itself, 
and without losing the right to be called civilized?” Clearly that question is now 
being parked in the driveways of our lifetimes.

Fortunately, up until now, through a combination of foresight, land size, luck, 
and occasional bold leadership, we have been both a great modern country and 
a country with some of the wildest remaining places on Earth. Whether that 
continues will be determined by those of us here today. We are at that historical 
inflection point. Over half a century ago, when signing the landmark Wilderness 
Act, Lyndon Johnson observed: “If future generations are to remember us with 
gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them a glimpse of the world as 
it was in the beginning, not just after we got through with it.” With visitation to 
our national parks and monuments growing at compounded double digit rates, 
with the West facing the country’s fastest population growth, with participation 
in human-powered outdoor recreation steadily increasing, it is incumbent upon 
us to fight for the last remaining landscapes that personify what President 
Johnson meant and what Ken Burns implied when he said that America’s 
national parks were its best idea.

 I think Ken Burns would agree that other protected public lands are America’s 
second-best idea, in part because many of these publicly owned landscapes 
define the larger ecosystems that the country’s national parks reside in—parks 
whose health will be determined by how surrounding lands are stewarded and 
protected. This is why Wildlands Network exists.

Wildlands Network was created when scientists realized none of North 
America’s current protected areas were large enough to sustain wildlife for 
the long term. Animals, especially wide-ranging species, need room to roam 
so they can find mates, locate food, and breed. Wildlands Network responded 
with a solution that would change the face of conservation forever. It was called 
connectivity, and the idea behind it was this: if protected areas are connected 
with healthy habitats and if this is done on a large scale, then our life-supporting 
ecological processes and our native plants and animals can thrive. Implementation 
of our continent’s wildways is now urgent, as these ecosystems will be won or 
lost in the next decade. That’s how crucial this inflection point of history is.

Two hundred years ago, German philosopher Goethe wrote, “Whatever 
you can do, or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius, power and magic 
in it.” Certainly that applies to the boldness of the vision to protect a 
continuous ecosystem from Mexico to the Yukon. Yet it is happening in small 
and large ways, thanks to the hard work and inspired quixotic creativity of 
conservationists and recreationists—united in our commitment to protecting 
public lands and making a continental wildways vision become reality. 

Safeguarding  
Our Public Lands  PETER METCALF

L

Tuolumne River, Yosemite National Park, California
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ROADS ARE THE GREATEST BARRIER to wildlife movement in the 
United States, where motorists kill an estimated 1–2 million large 

animals each year. These collisions result in approximately 200 human fatalities 
and 26,000 human injuries annually, costing Americans more than $8 billion. 
Estimates don’t include the untold millions of smaller animals we strike down 
with our vehicles. 

Wildlife deaths from collisions with vehicles can have long-term consequences 
for local wildlife populations. Many other animals don’t even attempt to cross 
busy roads due to noise, lights, exhaust, and other unnatural stressors.

The good news is that there are proven solutions for reducing crashes between 
motorists and wildlife, and improving permeability across roads. Structural 
solutions, such as wildlife underpasses and overpasses with fencing, have been 
shown to reduce collisions with large animals by an average of 85% to 97%. They 
also allow smaller species safe passage. Properly sited, wildlife crossings save 
human lives and reduce wildlife mortality. They can also reduce the costs 
associated with collisions to the point of paying for themselves. Indeed, on 
road segments that experience five or more deer-vehicle collisions per mile 
per year (or less for larger animals such as elk and moose), our society spends 
more doing nothing than it would to solve the problem! 

Now is an opportune time to take steps to balance society’s transportation 
needs with our nation’s wildlife values. We’ve all heard the old adage, “the squeaky 
wheel gets the grease.” Commit to contacting your state or local department 
of transportation and urging them to consider wildlife needs early during 
transportation planning and projects. Ask them to send you notices of upcoming 
projects in your area. In other words, encourage transportation officials to 
comprehensively consider wildlife and invest in sound mitigation that will 
benefit society’s triple bottom line by eliminating human fatalities, reducing 
wildlife mortality, and saving taxpayer dollars.

Bridging Roads for  
Wildlife—and People

L

ROB AMENT AND 
RENEE CALLAHAN

Wildlife overpass, Banff National Park, Alberta (above); remote camera photo of grizzly bear using wildlife underpass (below) 
[location? image says “WCR”] 
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AT THE 2015 EASTERN WILDWAYS SUMMIT, Wildlands Network 
co-founder Dave Foreman pronounced the cougar (also known as 

puma, panther, and mountain lion) the best focal species for rewilding the 
East. Once widespread across temperate North America, Cougars in the East 
now survive only in a small, isolated population in Florida, where they are 
protected as the Florida panther under the Endangered Species Act but are 
essentially walled into the southern part of the state by the Caloosahatchee 
channel and abutting development. 

Cougars urgently need an expanded recovery range, to wildlands northward 
in Florida, Georgia, and beyond. Once safely in the Appalachians, these 
powerful cats should be able to spread north along the mountain range if they 
are tolerated by people and fully protected under the Endangered Species Act. 
So far, though, federal and state wildlife officials have lacked the courage to 
reintroduce cougars farther north.

Meanwhile, cougars have been trying to recolonize areas eastward from 
their strongholds in the Rockies, but roads and guns have prevented gains 

beyond the Great Plains. Five small satellite populations have formed east of 
the main front of cougar occupancy: in the Cypress Hills of southern 
Saskatchewan, the Missouri River corridor of eastern Montana, the Badlands 
of North Dakota, the Black Hills of South Dakota, and the Pine Ridge area of 
Nebraska. Tragically, persecution rates are too high for these populations to 
expand further. South Dakota has sanctioned the annual killing of scores of 
cougars—including females—quelling hopes that the Black Hills cats might 
roam east into the forests of the Great Lakes states. 

Safe dispersal corridors are essential to long-distance movements by cougars 
and other carnivores. Such corridors should include an Atlantic Wildway from 
the Southeast Coastal Plain through the Appalachians and to the Canadian 
Maritimes, a Great Lakes Wildway linking the Northern Forest from Minnesota 
and Ontario’s Boundary Waters to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and a Gulf Coast 
Wildway from east Texas through Florida’s Panhandle. Habitat connections 
along major rivers are also top priorities.

Occasionally, miraculously, brave individual cougars journey thousands of 
miles to former homelands in the East. These adventurers are usually young 
males, as female cougars instinctively stay near their mothers’ home ranges. 
Young males, in contrast, typically try to find territories farther from their 
family of origin.

Almost inevitably, however, the tragic outcome of these heroic journeys is 
that the cougar is hit by a car or shot. Will Stolzenburg’s book Heart of a Lion 
tells the amazing story of a young male cougar, born in South Dakota’s Black 
Hills, who headed east presumably to seek a mate, traversed the northern 
Midwest, wandered in winter through northern New York’s Adirondack Park, 
and was finally killed by a vehicle in Connecticut in 2011. 

Such tragic endings demonstrate that, although wildways are necessary, they 
are not sufficient. Coexistence is as important as corridors. To restore cougars 
and other keystone carnivores will require cooperation among wildlife agencies, 
land-owners, hunters, hikers, climbers, birders—everyone who wishes to see 
the beauty and wildness of North America passed on to future generations. 
Carnivores test our generosity as a people. If we are generous enough, our 
children may know the joy of finding fresh tracks of a mother cougar and her 
cubs slipping quietly along a wild riverbank.

WILDLANDS NETWORK STAFFStalking Cougar Recovery

L

An adult female cougar outside her den on the National Elk Refuge in Jackson Hole, Wyoming
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IF YOU WANT TO RESTORE PUMAS to eastern North America,  
you should advocate for eels. 

The American eel is arguably the species whose recovery would most effectively 
stimulate the restoration of the puma (also known as cougar, panther, and 
mountain lion), because it would best guarantee the health of eastern watersheds. 
Watersheds cannot be whole without free-flowing streams and intact riparian 
and upland forests. Those intact forests, especially riparian woodlands, are 
often where pumas want to hunt.

American eels are among the most wide-ranging and mysterious of fishes, 
uniting vast watersheds in their wanderings—beginning life mid-ocean, but 
ascending rivers and tributaries far inland to spend much of their adulthood 
in fresh water. Their diadromous (part saltwater, part freshwater) lifecycle starts 
when their eggs hatch in or near the Sargasso Sea. From there, they make their 
way by unknown means into every available stream from southern Greenland 
to northeastern South America. Upon reaching maturity, the adults leave their 
freshwater environments and return to the Sargasso Sea where, scientists believe, 
they spawn and die.

When Europeans arrived in North America, eels made up an estimated 
twenty-five percent of the freshwater biomass along the Eastern Seaboard. Eels 
historically inhabited drainages from eastern Canada down to the Rio Grande. 
But from Maine to Florida, seventy-five percent of the American eel’s wild habitat 
has been lost. The major culprits are dams, degraded water quality, near-shore 
habitat destruction, and overfishing. In 2014, the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature added the American eel to its Red List of Threatened 
Species, with human predation and habitat loss being the main threats. Both 
threats can be reversed.

American eels are the world’s last viable wild population of fifteen known 
eel species. 

Restoring watersheds from east of the Continental Divide to the Atlantic 
Seaboard is paramount to restoring this wide-ranging fish. Restoring eels will 
benefit many other fish, birds, and mammals that use riparian habitats—including 
wide-ranging carnivores like mink, otters, wolves, and pumas. As explained by 
biologist John Laundre in his book, Phantoms of the Prairie: The Return of 
Cougars to the Midwest, pumas hunt along riparian forests and use them for 
cover. Restoring stream corridors to their wild state will provide dispersal 
pathways for apex predators to spread from regions west of the Continental 
Divide back into their historic ranges in the Great Plains and the East. 

Save the eels, bring back the puma.

Restoring American  
Eels and Pumas  MICHAEL D’AMICO L

Hudson River, Adirondack Park, New York [more about eel presence or absence?]
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VIEWED AT NIGHT FROM SPACE, much of eastern North America 
is a web of light—but some of this area remains remarkably dark, little 

affected by towns and roads. Indeed, despite ongoing population growth, 
economic development, natural resource extraction, and pollution, a surprising 
portion of the northeastern edge of the continent is still wild. Consider, for 

example, the Adirondacks of upstate New York, the North Woods of Maine, 
and Quebec’s Gaspé Peninsula.

These extraordinary places, together roughly the size of Germany, are 
collectively known as the Northern Appalachian-Acadian region. Here, cold 
boreal regions of Canada meet the more temperate eastern forests of the United 
States, supporting a rich blend of species from north and south. Today, over 
ninety percent of the region is blanketed in natural vegetation, comprising the 
largest intact temperate deciduous forest in the world.

In 2001, Wildlands Network began crafting a conservation vision (Wildlands 
Network Design) for Northern Appalachia-Acadia by combining (1) representative 
ecological land units, (2) special elements (hotspots of diversity and rarity), and 
(3) focal species. We commissioned conservation biologist Carlos Carroll to 
determine the habitat needs for three key species: the eastern wolf (extirpated), 
American marten, and Canada lynx. The Nature Conservancy (TNC), a key 
partner in this effort, provided data on the other design components. 

We then worked with scientists, conservationists, government agencies, 
and additional stakeholders to outline a system of existing and proposed core 
protected areas connected by habitat corridors. The resulting network design 
encompassed about fifty-four percent of the region—a figure similar to that 
recommended by large-scale conservation planning efforts in other parts of 
North America.  

Our design was completed in early 2007. A few months earlier, TNC had 
issued its own plan identifying high-priority forest blocks and other sites of 
ecological importance. Then, in 2008, the Wildlife Conservation Society 
published The Human Footprint, a study quantifying the transformation of 
the region’s landscape from its natural condition. Two Countries, One Forest 
(2C1Forest) merged elements from all three efforts into a single report titled, 
Priority Locations for Conservation Action. 

The 2C1Forest report flagged five key linkages important for restoring regional 
connectivity, all of which were also identified in our Wildlands Network design. 
These linkages and several more eventually became the focus of a broad, 
bi-national partnership named the Staying Connected Initiative (SCI). Since 
2008, SCI partners have protected over 300,000 acres of critically important 
land, among many other conservation achievements. The success of this initiative 
demonstrates how large-scale conservation planning, carried out collaboratively, 
can inspire far-reaching conservation efforts. In fact, Wildlands Network is 
building on these and other broad-scale, trans-national collaborations through its 
leadership of the Eastern Wildway Network, whose member groups are creating 
habitat connections from the Gulf of Mexico to Canada’s Gaspé Peninsula.

CONRAD REINING, 
KAREN BEAZLEY, AND  
LOUISE GRATTON

Designing a Wild 
Future for Northern 
Appalachia-Acadia

L

View of River Pond and Mt. Katahdin, Maine
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IN THE EARLY 1980S, University of Florida Professor Larry 
Harris and his then-graduate student Reed Noss completed one of 

the first sketches of a corridor network design for the state of Florida. 
Ecologist Tom Hoctor elaborated upon their simple design, which evolved 
into what is known today as the Florida Ecological Greenways Network—one 
of the most advanced corridor plans in the world. Not only has Florida had a 
wildlife connectivity plan in place for decades, but the state has been 
spending billions of dollars on its gradual implementation.

The remainder of the Southeast isn’t nearly so far along, however, despite 
being home to enough imperiled species to recently qualify as a global 
biodiversity hotspot. This region boasts both the highest mountains in the 
eastern United States and broad, flat expanses of what was once millions of 
acres of fire-maintained, longleaf pine forest in the coastal plain. The area 
between mountains and coast was historically characterized by a diverse 
Piedmont mix of oak-hickory forests, prairies, and Sandhills longleaf pine 
forest along former dune lines of high ancient seas.

 Today, much of what remains of the natural legacy of the Southeast is held 
in a few large federal holdings—principally national forests, national wildlife 
refuges, and military bases, with a sprinkling of state parks and land trust 
properties. Great Smoky Mountains and Everglades National Parks provide 
massive anchors in the system, but the bulk of land is privately owned and 
development is sprawling. Megalopolises are coalescing along the Piedmont 
interstate corridors, most notably I-85 from Atlanta, Georgia to Durham, 
North Carolina. Wildlands Network’s Southeast office has been working 
furiously on several fronts to protect the region from being split asunder. 

Given the lack of information about where wildlife corridors should be 
protected, Wildlands Network has collaborated with university partners to 

identify potential movement routes for eight focal species in the region. On 
the Atlantic side, the model results have helped us focus on three parallel 
bands of habitat connectivity remaining feasible to protect: the refuges and 
national forests along the outer coastal plain, the Piedmont/Sandhills fall line 
forests at middle elevations, and the various mountain ranges within the 
Southern Appalachians to the west. Along the Gulf Coast, “islands” of 
national forest plus extensive longleaf habitats at Eglin Air Force Base form a 
series of stepping stones from the Florida panhandle to Texas. 

In all four of these regional wildlife corridors, outright purchases and 
conservation easements from willing sellers will be needed soon to protect key 
tracts of private land before they are lost to development. Thus, we’ve also 
started to collaborate with the Blue Ridge Forever coalition of land trusts in 
the mountains of North Carolina. In addition, Wildlands Network is 
identifying strategic locations for wildlife road crossings throughout the 
region, again using our connectivity models to guide where structures would 
do the most good for target species. 

But sometimes planning and science aren’t enough. When North Carolina 
State University recently tried to sell the 79,000-acre Hofmann Forest to a 
corn farmer, Wildlands Network leaped into action to save this land—the 
largest tract of state property in North Carolina, and a critical area for wildlife 
connectivity. Through creative advocacy and organizing, we were able to 
rescue Hofmann Forest from the brink of destruction. 

Similarly, when a major cement mine expansion threatened to disrupt the 
Northeast Cape Fear River (which flows around Wilmington, North Carolina), 
we used camera traps to document the abundant wildlife that flows up and 
down this riparian corridor. Working in concert with a host of other groups 
under the “Stop Titan Action Network” umbrella, we were able to convince 
the cement mine to abandon its plans. 

Wildlands Network is also striving to to save the endangered red wolf, 
which was successfully reintroduced to eastern North Carolina in 1987. We 
should be talking with wildlife officials about where to site the next 
reintroduction, but instead we are busy trying to save the Red Wolf Recovery 
Program from being scrapped altogether by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.

The good news is that the rural landscapes of the Southeast are still largely 
permeable to wide-ranging species like black bears, bobcats, and (if we 
welcome them home), pumas and wolves. But permeability is rapidly being 
lost, thereby threatening species large and small with isolation and extinction. 
We must save critical connections and species now if we want this legacy to 
survive the next few decades of development. 

Restoring the Southeast 
Coastal Plain for Red Wolves 
and other Wildlife

L

RON SUTHERLAND 
AND MAGGIE ERNEST
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IN 2005, WILDLANDS NETWORK convened a small group of 
conservationists working to protect wildlife habitat throughout the 

Rocky Mountains. The agenda of that meeting, which took place at a forested 
summer camp outside Payson, Arizona, centered around identifying a critical, 
5000-mile-long wild pathway along the “spine of the continent,” from Mexico’s 

Sierra Madre Occidental north along the Rockies through the western United 
States and Canada to Alaska’s Brooks Range. The meeting’s ultimate goal: to 
form a coalition of organizations that could leverage and inspire efforts to connect 
wild core areas across a continental-scale landscape. 

Up until that point, no one had conceived of protecting and reconnecting 
such a massive, one-million-square-mile wildlife corridor. This fact excited and 
challenged the meeting attendees so much that they unanimously voted to launch 
a new conservation initiative, led by Wildlands Network, which seemed to be 
truly fantastic in its vision. Our vast corridor became the domain of the aptly 
named Western Wildway Network (WWN).

As we approach 2017, roughly 18% of the Western Wildway’s mosaic of 
public and private lands is permanently or partially protected from habitat 
fragmentation by development, roads, mining, logging, and agriculture. The 
WWN, under Wildlands Network’s leadership, has played a key role in advancing 
our “fantastic” vision through very real achievements: National Monument and 
Wilderness designations, heightened legal scrutiny of livestock operations on 
public lands, improving Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service 
management plans to incorporate habitat connectivity and climate change rules, 
protecting endangered species like wolves and jaguars, and telling compelling 
stories about why such actions are essential.

Today, the Western Wildway Network comprises twenty-five of the West’s 
most respected, connectivity-focused conservation organizations. Together, 
we are helping to curb the Sixth Great Extinction by wielding new and important 
tools for nature protection.

One of those tools is visionary language. Over the years, Wildlands Network 
and its WWN partners have initiated numerous terms and catchy phrases rooted 
in conservation biology—for instance, “rewilding,” the “3 Cs,” (cores, corridors, 
carnivores), “wildways,” and “room to roam”—that have been widely adopted 
across the world.

Meanwhile, Wildlands adventurer John Davis has hiked, paddled, and skied 
through the Western Wildway, tracing wildlife pathways and documenting threats 
to connectivity that must be overcome if wide-ranging species are to survive into 
the distant future. Davis’s TrekWest resulted in the identification of twenty 
“priority habitat corridors” in the Western Wildway as key battlegrounds for 
saving the Wild West.

From what once was a radical, untested vision, have emerged leading ideas, 
language, and science that now guide the work for a protected Western Wildway 
and a reconnected continent—retaining the wild heritage that is a keystone for 
the survival of us all.

Bringing the Wild  
Back to the Wild West  KIM VACARIU

L

Sierra Madre Occidental, Mexico (above); Brooks Range, Alaska (below)
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RECENTLY, THE ONLY WILD JAGUAR known to inhabit the United 
States made headlines, triggering interest from many people who seek 

to understand the species’ needs for recovery here. Much of the discussion has 
been focused on the threat of an open-pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains 
of Arizona, the current home of the lone jaguar. The conversation must not 
end there, however. Protecting jaguar habitat in the United States is urgent, 
but will achieve very little if there are no jaguars left to populate this country. 

The Northern Jaguar Reserve in central Sonora, Mexico, protects 50,000 
acres of habitat where today’s northernmost breeding jaguar females have 
been documented. The long-term success of this project, stewarded by the 
Tucson-based Northern Jaguar Project and its Mexican partner, Naturalia, 
will determine if there are enough jaguars in the future to provide a flow of 
individuals across the border.

Jaguars choosing to leave the reserve and head north will need sanctuaries 
along the way. According to various scientific models, jaguars have two 
potential corridors available to them to enter into the United States. One 
runs through the northeastern corner of Sonora, where the Cuenca Los Ojos 
Foundation protects and restores more than 120,000 acres of private land on 
the international border. The other corridor lies west and connects to the 
Santa Ritas, In this second region, just south of the border, a family of ranchers 
has established Rancho Aribabi, a predator-friendly cattle ranch that also 
protects several miles of the Cocospera River.

But jaguars will find obstacles traveling along these corridors, too—most 
notably, the expanding Highway 2 on the Mexican side and the infamous border 
wall. Wildlands Network has already helped save the Cocospera area from 
road development by working with local ranchers and federal transportation 
authorities. We are now teaming up with Conservation Science Partners to 
create higher resolution scientific models for jaguars, as well as with Sky 
Islands Alliance to identify roadkill hotspots along Highway 2. We are using 
this research to advocate for wildlife crossings and to provide data to local 
groups working to prevent the U.S. Border Patrol from installing more 
damaging infrastructure. 

Whether brokering local information, generating meaningful maps, or 
lobbying agencies in Mexico City, we are advancing a large-landscape vision 
that includes jaguars in both Mexico and the United States.

Helping Jaguars 
Return North

L
JUAN CARLOS BRAVO 
AND DIANA HADLEY

A motion-triggered camera captures a male jaguar on the Northern Jaguar Reserve (above); Northern Jaguar Reserve (below)
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RANGING FROM LOW-LYING, arid piñon-juniper-oak woodlands 
and open grasslands to mountain elevations above 11,000 feet, the 

proposed Aldo Leopold Wildlife Corridor (ALWC) exemplifies the Southwest’s 
rugged landscapes and rich diversity of life. Five National Forests—the Gila, 
Apache, Tonto, Coconino, and Kaibab—contain America’s largest expanse of 
ponderosa pine forest and comprise the heart of the proposed ALWC. These 
forests, riparian areas, and grasslands contain ecologically significant habitat for 
threatened and sensitive species, and provide the nexus for wildlife movement 
between Sonora, Mexico, the U.S. Southern Rockies, and Utah’s High Plateaus 
leading to Yellowstone National Park. 

The Aldo Leopold Wildlife Corridor—encompassing the Mogollon Plateau 
and linking the Gila and Grand Canyon wildland complexes—also comprises 
core habitat and ecological connectivity essential for recovery of the critically 
endangered Mexican wolf (lobo). Recent habitat suitability assessments found 
only three core areas capable of supporting Mexican wolf populations sufficient 
in size to contribute to recovery: (1) the current Blue Range Wolf Recovery 
Area and adjacent public lands (i.e., the ALWC), (2) the Grand Canyon and 
adjacent public lands in northern Arizona and southern Utah, and (3) two 
linked areas of public lands and private conservation lands in northern New 
Mexico and southern Colorado.

The ALWC’s topographic diversity and distinctive locale at the intersection 
of four ecoregions—the temperate Rocky Mountains and subtropical Sierra 
Madre Occidental to the north and south, and the drier Chihuahuan and 
Sonoran Deserts to the east and west—support a wide array of plants and more 
than 500 species of vertebrates. Resident Mexican spotted owls and northern 
goshawks depend heavily on old-growth forests for nesting habitat. Imperiled 
fish species include the Gila chub, Gila topminnow, loach minnow, and Gila 
trout. The corridor also provides habitat for pronghorns, Gunnison’s prairie 
dogs, pumas, elk, mule deer, black bears, bighorn sheep, turkeys, javelinas, 
and porcupines. In addition, jaguars once inhabited the region north to the 
Grand Canyon and, if allowed, could return.

Protecting the Aldo Leopold Wildlife Corridor will ensure that globally 
significant plant and animal populations endure through the next century. 
This wildway will also help realize the land ethic that Leopold so importantly 
defined after his explorations here.

Protecting the Aldo Leopold 
Wildlife Corridor for  
Lobos and Biodiversity  KIM CRUMBO L

Mexican wolf [more?]
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WILDLANDS NETWORK HAS LONG focused on achieving 
landscape connectivity on and between public lands. From the 

beginning, the organization recognized the importance of private lands to any 
effective conservation strategy spanning multiple landscapes, and the Eastern 
Wildway program has necessarily emphasized private lands. But by and large, 
the Western Wildway program left that work to other organizations, as the 

enormity of the western public land base kept the program more than busy.
Millions of acres across the West, however, are owned by large ranchers or 

managed by them as federal grazing allotments. Such ranchlands are commonly 
the matrix lands and buffers between the large blocks of public land where 
Wildlands Network has concentrated its efforts. Clearly, the management goals 
of these lands are of vital importance to the efficacy of public lands conservation.

In 2011, Wildlands Network began probing the idea of organizing a 
network of private landowners interested in conservation. Most ranchers 
consider themselves conservationists and know well that the sustainability 
of their enterprises depends on the sustainability of the lands they manage. 
Wildlands asked, “If  we can organize the brightest examples of conservation-
focused ranches across the West and bring their voices into our collaborative 
conservation projects, would this be the next step in implementing Michael 
Soulé’s Spine of the Continent vision?”

Over the next two years, Wildlands Network gathered some of the largest 
ranchers in the West to discuss key conservation and policy issues—often at 
Wildlands board member Paul Vahldiek’s High Lonesome Ranch in Colorado. 
Everyone involved had a remarkable hunger to partner for pragmatic solutions 
to shared problems and goals. By 2013, the Western Landowners Alliance 
(WLA) was born as an independent non-profit. I transitioned from Wildlands 
to WLA and became the new organization’s executive director (now board 
officer). Our initial board of directors was comprised of ranch owners and 
managers representing nearly eight million acres!

 Today the Sante Fe-based WLA represents considerably more acreage, with 
staff, board, and advisors spanning the American West. Our three primary 
goals are to (1) create the necessary state and federal policy foundations to 
support progressive land stewardship, (2) influence the implementation of 
those policies on the ground through cross-fence partnerships, and (3) build 
and represent a growing constituency of vocal, conservation-minded ranchers.

The Western Landowners Alliance enjoys a solid reputation in Washington, 
D.C. as a centrist, go-between organization focused on solutions, not litigation. 
We regularly hold regional forums to connect landowners, scientists, 
policymakers, and others around shared conservation goals. We also provide 
policy proposals—from the landowner perspective—on subjects ranging from 
imperiled species to rangeland and forest health to energy development.

True to its name, Wildlands Network has been a seedbed for networking 
and innovation aimed at the conservation of our country’s great wild lands.

Conserving Private  
Lands in the West  KENYON FIELDS

L

caption [MIR ranch]
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AS JOHN DAVIS AND I rolled down the East Kaibab Monocline 
in September 2015, powered by Springsteen’s latest, the brilliant 

Vermilion Cliffs swung into view, presiding over the immensity of the Marble 
Platform with the winding chasm of the Colorado River slicing across it. We 
were buzzing from our recent PaseoWild trek and conservation activist campout, 
and with the magical feeling that always arises with the fall colors on the Kaibab 
Plateau. Danny Giovale of Kahtoola (makers of MICROspikes) had planted a 
small seed the day before, with a sparkle in his eye: that we were at a vantage 
point from where this annual event could and should go big—maybe not so 
much in numbers as in impact. 

Danny and John had hiked across Grand Canyon in awe of the collared 
female puma whose route they had paralleled to reach the 2015 event. For 
Danny, the big cat transformed one of countless Canyon adventures into a 
new way of seeing, one he wanted to share. And I, ever-intrigued with how 
John, on his conservation treks, embodied these ultimate athletes and their 
innate search for room to roam, mulled over the inspired, heartfelt words 
and images increasingly shared across social media by the extreme wilderness 
adventure athletes sponsored by outdoor brands like Danny’s. 

Driving on, John spoke nostalgically of the old Round River Rendezvous 
of his Earth First! Days, and the sense of community we must rebirth in order 
to strengthen conservation. All at once, it clicked: a Conservation Athlete 
Rendezvous built around the effort to conserve movement itself. Adventure, 
wildlife, and the landscape connections we all need at a continental scale. It 
would be outside. It would be expansive. And it would be fun. The RumbleX!

At the heart of conservation, we find a connection to landscapes and nature 
that requires yet another kind of athleticism: a social movement. We advanced 
the Greater Grand Canyon Heritage National Monument and other such 
wildlands protections by bringing together a vocal community of people who 
spend their lives exploring wild places, in a diversity of inspiring forms. This 
year’s RumbleX, in the midst of Wildlands Network’s 25th anniversary, 
exceeded our wildest expectations because of the vibrancy of each and every 
voice present—his yetiness Stacy Bare of Sierra Club Outdoors, ultrarunners 
Rob Krar and Scott Jurek and Nico Barraza, climbers Georgina Miranda and 
Caroline Gleich, and other amazing friends who jumped in to light the fire.

Conservation in Motion  KELLY BURKE

L

Descending a slot canyon deep within the western Grand Canyon
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IT IS HARD TO BELIEVE that twenty-five years have passed since  
a few of us worked out of a small, chilly office in Canton, New York, 

projecting the voice of The Wildlands Project through Wild Earth magazine. 
Much has changed across the globe and with Wildlands, but the organization’s 
key message is even more relevant today: in order to secure the planet’s 
biodiversity, we must reconnect and protect large wild areas. Related concepts 
that were once considered radical became the blueprint for modern conservation. 

For the past decade, I have lived in Africa while working for the African 
Wildlife Foundation. Africa hosts tremendous biodiversity, including some of 
Earth’s last populations of large mammals—like elephants, hippos, rhinos, and 
lions. But Africa, too, is quickly changing, with fast-growing economies, a 
rapidly increasing human population, agricultural expansion, and a boom in 
infrastructure development. As a result, Africa’s rich biodiversity is threatened 
by habitat loss, compounded by the insatiable illegal trade in wildlife and 
wildlife parts. 

Sub-Saharan Africa features more than 1100 national parks and reserves. 
Most of these areas, however, are not large or connected enough to maintain 
species diversity over the long term. In addition, many protected-area authorities 
in Africa lack the financial resources for proper management. At African 
Wildlife Foundation, we are working with governments to co-manage parks, 
thereby providing the financial and technical support necessary to enhance 
their protection. We are taking a three-pronged approach to the wildlife-
poaching crisis: (1) stop the poaching, (2) stop the illegal trafficking, and (3) 
stop the demand. At a macro-level, we are trying to galvanize an African voice 
for conservation so that wildlife, wild lands, and the ecosystem services they 
provide become politically relevant.  

Our programs are numerous and the issues complex. But the consistent core 
of my work stems from seeds planted a quarter-century ago at The Wildlands 
Project—seeds that continue to grow across Africa through the establishment 
of wildlands networks for elephants and other wide-ranging animals.

Advancing  
Wildlands Work  
in Africa  KATHLEEN FITZGERALD

L

Elephants in Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area, Botswana
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Ivory-Billed Woodpecker
Campephilus principalis

I wish I’d been at the sighting that inspired its nickname,  
the Lord God Bird. I’d love to see this woodpecker, 

perhaps extinct, perhaps not; no one knows for sure.  
Standing twenty inches tall with white wing patches

and a flashy red crest, who wouldn’t say Lord God,  
look at that? Once it made its home in the hardwood 

forests of the south; birders say its ivory bill could pierce  
bark eight inches deep. Imagine the racket. Even so, 

they were vulnerable: a single pair needed six square miles  
of wet forest with dead trees in which to nest and search for grubs. 

In 1948, when a Louisiana forest was cleared for a soy plantation,  
the last population vanished. The Cuban subspecies survived 

a few more decades, but by 1970, logging had reduced its population  
to eight pairs. In the 1990s, explorers in the mountains near Moa 

found fresh signs of feeding, caught a glimpse of a bird that may  
have been the ivory bill, but the sighting was never confirmed.  

Since then, more reports have surfaced, suggesting  
the Lord God bird may not be gone. A few still hide, 

spectral spirits, reminding us of the shimmering line  
linking memory and desire, reminding us that perhaps 

it’s not too late to save them, to save us all. 

HOLLY J. HUGHES

Cypress trees, Congaree [need full caption]
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ROB AMENT leads a team of research scientists as Road Ecology Program Manager 
at Western Transportation Institute (Montana State University), and is also a Senior 
Conservationist at Center for Large Landscape Conservation. He is a former board 
member of Wildlands Network.

KAREN BEAZLEY is a Full Professor in Resource and Environmental Studies at 
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada, and serves on the board and the science 
committee of Wildlands Network. She is also a distance runner.

MARC BEKOFF is Professor Emeritus of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at University 
of Colorado, Boulder, and author of many essays and books, including Rewilding 
Our Hearts: Building Pathways of Compassion and Coexistence. His latest book, The 
Animals’ Agenda: Freedom, Compassion, and Coexistence in the Human Age, will 
be published in early 2017.

JUAN CARLOS BRAVO is Director of the Mexico Program for Wildlands Network, and 
also lends his leadership skills to Northern Jaguar Project and Sky Islands Alliance. He 
previously worked with Naturalia.

KELLY BURKE is Director of Strategic Partnerships and Digital Campaigns for 
Wildlands Network. She cofounded Grand Canyon Wildlands Council, where she 
helped gain protection of millions of wild acres on the southern Colorado Plateau.

TOM BUTLER is Editorial Director at Foundation for Deep Ecology, where he has 
written and edited many books, including Wildlands Philanthropy; Plundering 
Appalachia; ENERGY: The Delusion of Endless Growth; and Overdevelopment, 
Overpopulation, Overshoot. He previously served as editor of Wild Earth.

RENEE CALLAHAN, Senior Policy Officer at Center for Large Landscape Conservation, 
promotes public policies that facilitate ecological connectivity. She also serves as the 
partnership coordinator for ARC Solutions.

GREG COSTELLO is Executive Director of Wildlands Network. He came to Wildlands 
after achieving a successful career in environmental law and serving as Executive 
Director of Western Environmental Law Center.

KIM CRUMBO’s leadership as Western Conservation Director at Wildlands Network 
draws from his previous experience as a Navy SEAL and a river ranger in Grand 
Canyon. His efforts have helped protect the Grand Canyon-Parashant National 
Monument and other wildlands on the Colorado Plateau.

MICHAEL D’AMICO, former Atlantic Coast Project Director for Sierra Club, is a 
veteran grassroots conservation organizer who has helped protect horseshoe crabs, 
Atlantic sturgeon, and many other wild creatures. He is currently writing a novel in the 
emerging genre of rewilding.

JOHN DAVIS is a co-founder of Wildlands Network, fellow of The Rewilding Institute, 
land steward in Split Rock Wildway, and conservation trekker. 
 

BARBARA DEAN was Senior Editor at Island Press until her recent retirement. She 
remains a vital part of the Island Press team, and also serves on the board of Wildlands 
Network. 

MAGGIE ERNEST is a Landscape Conservationist at Wildlands Network and coordinator 
of Eastern Wildway Network. She earned an M.S. in Biology from Duke University.

KENYON FIELDS co-manages Mountain Island Ranch, which is protected by 
conservation easement. He also sits on the board of Western Landowners Alliance.

KATHLEEN FITZGERALD is a Vice President for Conservation at African Wildlife 
Foundation. Before moving to Africa, Kathleen worked at Wild Earth magazine for 
many years and directed Northeast Wilderness Trust.

DAVE FOREMAN is Director of The Rewilding Institute, cofounder of Wildlands 
Network, and author of numerous books on conservation. His book Rewilding North 
America put continental wildways on the map.

LOUISE GRATTON is a consultant in ecology and conservation. She was Science 
Director for Nature Conservancy of Canada (Quebec region) from 2005 to 2013.

DIANA HADLEY is President of Northern Jaguar Project and serves on the board 
of Wildlands Network. She has helped lead private lands conservation efforts in 
southeast Arizona and southwest New Mexico.

HOLLY J. HUGHES is a poet, educator, and former Alaskan mariner who focuses on 
natural history and sustainability in her writing and teaching. Most recently, she is 
the author of Passings and co-editor of  Contemplative Approaches to Sustainability 
in Higher Education: Theory and Practice. She teaches writing and mindfulness 
workshops in the Pacific Northwest and spends time in the wild lands and waters of 
Alaska whenever she can. 

DAVID JOHNS, a political scientist and lawyer, cofounded Wildlands Network and is 
the organization’s longest-serving board member. He has also served on the boards of 
Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative and many other groups. He authored A 
New Conservation Politics: Power, Organization Building and Effectiveness.

GARY LAWLESS is a poet, bioregional advocate, and founder of Gulf of Maine Books in 
Brunswick, Maine. Along with Art Goodtimes and Sheila McGrory-Klyza, Gary served 
as poetry editor for Wild Earth.

ROBERT LONG is Senior Conservation Scientist at Woodland Park Zoo, specializing in 
noninvasive carnivore research in the Pacific Northwest. He is lead editor of Noninvasive 
Survey Methods for Carnivores, and has authored numerous scientific articles and book 
chapters. He formerly coordinated Greater Laurentian Wildlands Project.

PAULA MACKAY is a carnivore field biologist and a writer. Her essays have been published 
in anthologies and magazines, and she co-edited Noninvasive Survey Methods for 
Carnivores. She is a communications consultant for Wildlands Network and other groups, 
and formerly helped coordinate Greater Laurentian Wildlands Project.

JOAN MALOOF is Founder and Director of Old-Growth Forest Network. She authored 
Among the Ancients: Adventures in the Eastern Old-Growth Forests, Teaching the Trees: 

Contributors
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Lessons from the Forest, and, most recently, Nature’s Temples: The Complex World of 
Old-Growth Forests. 

TOM MANGELSEN (front/inside cover photograph) is one of the most acclaimed nature 
photographers of our time, having traveled throughout the world for more than forty 
years observing and photographing the Earth’s last great wild places. He has produced 
three books of fine art, and recently teamed up with writer Todd Wilkinson to tell the 
story of Yellowstone’s famous Grizzly 399 in the book Grizzlies of Pilgrim Creek.

BRAD MEIKLEJOHN is Alaska Director of The Conservation Fund, which has helped 
to protect hundreds of thousands of acres of Alaskan wild lands and waters. He is also 
President of American Packrafting Association, and an advocate for a safe wildlife 
crossing at Bowman Divide on Route 2 in northern New Hampshire, where he began 
his wildlands explorations.

PETER METCALF recently retired from being CEO of Black Diamond. He continues to 
advise this outdoor gear company, and serves on various conservation and recreation 
boards of directors. Peter has been a leading conservation voice within the Outdoor 
Retail Association.

REED NOSS, Wildlands Project cofounder, is Provost’s Distinguished Research 
Professor, Pegasus Professor, and Davis-Shine Professor of Conservation Biology at 
University of Central Florida, and President of the Florida Institute for Conservation 
Science. He previously served as science editor for Wild Earth magazine and editor of 
Conservation Biology. He has authored many papers and books, including the recent 
Forgotten Grasslands of the South. 

CONRAD REINING works for Dartmouth College, after directing Wildlands Network’s 
Northern Appalachian Program for many years. He also serves on the steering 
committee of Two Countries One Forest.

MICHAEL SOULÉ, Professor Emeritus of Environmental Studies, University of 
California, Santa Cruz, cofounded Society for Conservation Biology and Wildlands 
Network. He has authored numerous books and papers on island biogeography, 
population demography, and other topics critical to protecting wildlife and wild 
places. Michael is now exploring the topic of sin and what it means for our efforts to 
protect the natural world. 

RON SUTHERLAND is Conservation Scientist for Wildlands Network and directs an 
extensive camera-trapping project in the red wolf recovery area in North Carolina. 
Ron received his Ph.D. in Environmental Science and Policy in 2009 from the Nicholas 
School of the Environment at Duke University.

KIM VACARIU has been with Wildlands Network since 1998, and currently leads the 
collaborative Western Wildway Network in its efforts to protect and connect wildlife 
corridors from Alaska to Mexico. He previously founded and published the Steamboat 
Springs Review (Colorado).

TERRY TEMPEST WILLIAMS is one of the most revered nature writers in the world. Her 
many highly acclaimed books include Refuge: An Unnatural History of Person and Place, 
When Women Were Birds: Fifty-four Variations on Voice, and, most recently, The Hour 
of Land: A Personal Topography of America’s National Parks. She is a former board 
member of Wildlands Network and remains a leading wildlands advocate.

“Retrospective: The Wildlands Vision, 1992” by Dave Foreman, John Davis, David 
Johns, Reed Noss, and Michael Soulé is excerpted and adapted from “The Wildlands 
Project Mission Statement,” Wild Earth Special Issue on The Wildlands Project, 1992. 
“Rewilding and Biodiversity: Complementary Goals for Continental Conservation” by 
Michael Soule and Reed Noss is excerpted and adapted from Wild Earth, Fall 1998. 
The quotation in Paula MacKay’s “In Search of Wildness” is taken from Into Great 
Silence by Eva Saulitis, p. 168 (Beacon Press, 2013). “Safeguarding Our Public Lands” 
by Peter Metcalf is condensed from his keynote address at the Western Wildway 
Network annual gathering, Salt Lake City, Utah, June 2016. “Caribouddhidharma” 
by Gary Lawless is from his book Caribou Planet (Blackberry Books, 2015). “Ivory-
Billed Woodpecker” by Holly J. Hughes is  from her book Passings (Expedition Press, 
2016). To learn more about conservation athletes, Conservation in Motion, and the 
RumbleX rendezvous, visit www.wnrumblex.com. 
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ideas. Most of all, we are thankful for the creatures and places that inspire and give 
purpose to the wildlands community. In the next quarter century, may we all, together, 
succeed in reversing the extinction crisis and celebrating a period of healing and rewilding. 
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The mission of 

Wildlands Network 

is to reconnect, 

restore, and rewild 

North America so 

that life in all its 

diversity can thrive. 


